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COMMERCIAL BUILDING DESIGN PROCESS IN PT. US & P ARCHITECTS

During carrying out professional work at the US & P Architect, the intern works in the field of architecture where the intern is guided directly by the Principal Architect in the company. The intern had the opportunity to be involved in the implementation of the commercial building design process, namely the Pos Security project, Teras Bright and non-commercial projects, namely residential in Tangerang, Banten. The intern learn many things in doing the design process of commercial buildings ranging from knowing how to communicate working images in addition to using architectural software, Autocad, but also can use Adobe Photoshop depending on who the image will be addressed, knowing the importance of time management in completing work, knowing also how the costs affect in the design process, and how important space programming is according to the needs of tenants. All work done during the profession’s work results in a new learning experience so that the learning experiences of previous students can develop with repeated learning experiences, certainly adding new insights to practitioners in the world of Architecture.
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